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CASE researchers have created a new material that could be used in the future as a safe and 
sustainable solution to clean up industrial oil spills around the world. Graduate student Ali  
Abdulhussein and his mentor Dr. Ganesh Kannarpady at the University of Arkansas at Little 
Rock have developed this material in the research lab and completed some initial tests. 

The material is a block of nanocomposite (free-standing carbon nanofiber-polydimethylsilox-
ane), and it was engineered at nanoscale to repel water very strongly (super hydrophobic) and 
attract oil (oleophilic).

Above: Water beads up on a hydrophobic surface (left) and a beaker containing oil, water, and sand that have 
separated (right).

Below: Barriers are deployed in an attempt to contain an oil spill in water (left) and people work to clean an 
oil-covered pelican after an oil spill in the ocean (right).

continued on next page
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A New Solution to Oil Spill Cleanup



In recent experiments, the team succesfully separated oil that was dyed red in color from  
water using the nanocomposite block, simply by submerging the block into the water near the 
oil. The block is able to absorb multiple types of oil in various conditions including if the oil is 
floating on top of the water, mixed in water, or dense oils that sink to the bottom of water. The 
images below show the removal process of two types of oil. The block can be cleansed and 
reused many times.

 (a) Images of the removal process of motor oil (dyed) from the water surface using the nanocomposite block 
(b) Images of the absorption process of dichloromethane by the nanocomposite block

The researchers plan to publish the results in a 
scientific journal soon and believe this material 
may be a low-cost, sustainable way to clean up oil 
when accidents happen.

CASE is also working with the UCA STEM  
Institute on a high school level curriculum kit that 
will teach students about the material and the 
nanotechnology behind it. The kit will be housed 
at STEM Centers and available to teachers around 
the state to use at no cost.

Graduate student Ali Abdulhussein is  
pursuing his PhD in Mechanical  
Engineering at UA Little Rock. 
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COMING SOON

@arepscor

OUACHITA MOUNTAINS REGIONAL SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
FAIR INFORMATIONAL VIDEO
Vernard Henley at UALR provides information for teachers and 
students looking to participate in next year’s Science & Engineer-
ing Fair at the Mid-America Science Museum in Hot Springs.

2018 AR-CURE WORKSHOP FEEDBACK
Faculty from around the country who attended the 2018  
Arkansas CURE Workshop at OBU share their experience with 
the program.

2018 SUMMER RESEARCH INSTITUTE RECAP
Hear what the students who attended the 2018 Arkansas  
Summer Research Institute had to say about their experience.

NEW VIDEOS

GENOME HACK-A-THON RECAP
On April 5, 2018 a group of Arkansas 
high school students and teachers 
attended the pilot workshop for the 
Genome Hack-A-Thon at Ouachita 
Baptist University. The Hack-a-Thon 
was supported by the National Sci-
ence Foundation and the Center for 
Advanced Surface Engineering. Head 
to our YouTube channel to see what 
the students and teachers had to say 
about the event.
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https://www.youtube.com/user/arepscor
https://www.facebook.com/arepscor/
https://www.youtube.com/user/arepscor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2DJWkgbUHk
https://www.youtube.com/user/arepscor


The Arkansas Summer Research Institute (ASRI) is a short, intensive professional development 
experience hosted by Arkansas NSF EPSCoR (CASE) and the Arkansas School for Mathematics, 
Sciences, & the Arts (ASMSA). 

Undergraduate students pursuing STEM degrees at Arkansas colleges and universities (at any 
grade level and any experience level) are welcome to apply for this opportunity each year. The 
event takes place on the ASMSA campus and features a variety of hands-on and interactive 
courses in both career skills and scientific research skills.

In 2018, we hosted two ASRI sessions, which marks the fourth program year overall and the 
third year with CASE. CASE faculty and students, as well as ASMSA faculty and faculty from 
other campuses unaffiliated with CASE volunteer to present courses during the event.

Scholarships are provided for the students to attend, including transportation reimbursements 
for students to drive to Hot Springs. 43 students attended the 2018 SRI.

For more information about next year’s event, visit tinyurl.com/2019ASRI

2018 Arkansas Summer Research Institute Recap
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http://tinyurl.com/2019ASRI


2018 Arkansas Summer Research Institute Recap

Session 1 (above) and Session 2 (below) participants in the 2018 Arkansas Summer  
Research Institute. 2018 was the biggest and best event yet! Thanks to all students,  

presenters, organizers Whitney & Patrycja, and others who made this possible.
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https://youtu.be/6chMjGdlL18


Students participated in Intro to CAD and Intro to 3D Printing sessions this year where they 
learned how to use OnShape, a free online design tool, to create their own three dimensional 
keychains with their names extruded. After the design files were complete, they learned how 
to set up and use NWA3D printers that are made in Northwest Arkansas and intended for edu-
cational purposes. The students printed their keychains with PLA plastic material manufactured 
by another Arkansas startup, Push Plastic.

2018 Arkansas Summer Research Institute Recap Continued
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2018 Arkansas Summer Research Institute Recap Continued

Students took just a few lecture-style courses such as “Finding a Research Internship” and  “How 
to Read a Publication” which focused on engineering, biology, and chemistry papers. Most ASRI 
courses are interactive in some way.

ASRI students participated in mutliple research activities, including using polymerase chain re-
action techniques to identify GMOs in snack foods and gel electrophoresis for determining 
protein content of different types of milk.
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Two students- Aylin Villalpa Arroyo (circled, left) and Helena Tchoungang (circled, right)- who 
met each other during the 2017 Arkansas Summer Research Institute recently won a state-
wide entrepreneurial competition hosted by The Conductor, UAMS Bioventures, UCA, UAMS,  
Arkansas INBRE, and the Conway Regional Health System.

The event was the Health Sciences Entrepreneurship Bootcamp, where students participated 
in intensive coursework to learn entrepreneurial skills, and then formed teams to develop a  
business idea and compete against each other for a prize of iPads, business coaching, and  
funding to get their idea off the ground.

As of the summer of 2017, Aylin and Helena were both working on EPSCoR projects but had not 
previously met each other. Helena attends the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville and worked 
on the CASE project, and Aylin just graduated from Arkansas State University where she worked 
on the recently completed NSF EPSCoR project The Plant Imaging Consortium (PIC).

They both decided to participate in the bootcamp and when it was time to form teams, they 
recognized each other and formed a team with two other students, Kyle Fouts who also  
recently graduated from Arkansas State University and Francesca Perez from the University of 
Arkansas at Fort Smith. Together they learned about things like entity filing, patents, and other 
startup legal issues. Then they worked together to pitch a business idea on demo day. 

2017 ASRI Students Win Entrepreneurial Competition

continued on next page
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The team started conducting research by interviewing staff and administrators at several  
hospitals in Arkansas. They learned that the majority of emergency room readmissions are due 
to prescription non-adherence, when patients are discharged from the hospital and, for various 
reasons, don’t stick to their prescribed medication schedule.

Aylin & Helena’s team came up with a business idea initially called UberRx and is intended to 
address emergency room readmissions due to prescription non-adherence. The business plans 
to work with pharmacies and doctors to deliver prescriptions both before and after hospital 
discharge to address this pervasive issue. 

UberRX won the competition, and the students will work together with the Boot Camp mentors 
to get the business started. Follow @ARepscor on social media to receive updates on this story,

Congratulations to Aylin, Helena, Kyle, & Francesca!
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Featuring some of the most innovative companies in the US, the Little Rock AFB STEM Fest is 
designed to excite students towards education and careers in the STEM fields.

The STEM Fest will open for a field trip opportunity on Friday, October 26 to K-12 students 
only. This gives students a unqiue opportunity to immerse themselves in various STEM-related 
activities before it opens to the public. It will be hosted in our central aircraft hangar and 
remain open during the Thunder Over the Rock Air and Space Show on October 27 + 28 for 
everyone to enjoy.  

*Please note: the Air and Space Show portion of Thunder Over the Rock will be closed dur-
ing the open field trip day (Friday, October 26). However, students will be able to watch aerial 
performance rehearsals from a safe distance.* 

The Little Rock AFB STEM Committee 
invites exhibitors from degree-granting 
accredited colleges, professional asso-
ciations, government entities, private 
organizations, industries, individuals, and 
businesses to provide information on 
STEM education to participate in the Lit-
tle Rock AFB STEM Fest. Active advertis-
ing or recruiting is prohibited within this 
area. For more information on becoming 
an exhibitor, click here or visit:  
thunderovertherock.com/stem-exhibitor

Students and educators alike will benefit 
greatly from attending the STEM Fest! It 
will open on Friday, October 26 to stu-
dents’ K-12. The hands-on, interactive 
exhibits make learning fun -- and the 
information they take away will leave a 
lasting impression. For more information 
on bringing a group of students to the 
STEM Fest, click here or visit: 
thunderovertherock.com/stem-exhibitor

LRAFB Hosts Air Show & STEM Fest Oct 26-28, 2018
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https://www.thunderovertherock.com/stem/
https://www.thunderovertherock.com/stem-exhibitor
https://www.thunderovertherock.com/stem-exhibitor
https://www.thunderovertherock.com/stem-field-trip
https://www.thunderovertherock.com/stem-field-trip


Support for Arkansas EPSCoR is provided by the National 
Science Foundation’s Research Infrastructure Improvement 

Award OIA-1457888.

@arepscor

arkepscor.org

Join the EPSCoR community online!


